Out of total 249, only 70 lawmakers
Kunduz and Sar-i-Pul provinces to
some articles of the agreement
ing wrong by approving the BSA,
Another lawmaker Naqibullah
for the government to revoke the
house members renewed their call
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Political analysts also called the
ghanistan was imperative for peace
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willingness to soften stance on a
forces left Afghanistan. The sources
the Taliban did not
the Afghan constitution."
news agency.
One of the Taliban representatives
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and got positive response from
action discussed women's rights and
tion discussed the government's
in the Kunduz area
The source said the Kunduz area
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Defense and Security Forces "as

The Taliban said peace was the
and the country. "Life is mean-
route can't come with slogans alone."
their statement, the Taliban de-
the continuation of the peace process
officially to officially recognize their
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Next six months showed that 71.3
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Satisfied with Ghani totaled 21.9 per
working agenda.
Reinforcement troops were how-
in recent months, challenging air
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